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and demanding piece. (NV)
Christopher Marshall’s Forténovem was given its World Premiere performance. The title does not mean “loud and new,”
as one might expect, but rather “for ten of ‘em,” because of the
ten trumpet parts, It was a tuneful and dramatic piece with
two prominent solo lines expertly played by Luis Araya and
John Marchiando. (SH)
Luke Carlson’s brief trumpet duet, Fanfaronade, was reminiscent of Stravinsky’s Fanfare for a New Theatre. The piece
uses polyrhythms to develop a five-note motive while exploring very wide melodic intervals and dissonant harmonies. It
featured fine playing by Sean Butterfield and Andrew Stetson.
(NV)
Sang Mi Ahn’s Metro Graffiti for trumpet, saxophone, piano,
bass and percussion is a quasi-atonal piece, full of percussive
color, which captures the sound of a jazz combo with its instrumentation. Trumpeter Kevin Gebo and the rest of the ensemble navigated the strict contemporary style very well. (SH)
Terry Everson and pianist Shiela Kibbe dazzled audience
members with the maniacal first movement of Wound and
Released by Derek Charke. The non-stop repeated syncopations created a sort of minimalistic hemiola that led to a great
dramatic impact with contrasting melodic sections inserted
along the way. The duo masterfully executed the exciting work
and left this reviewer wanting to hear the second movement as

and frevô. As noted by the performers, this work resembled his
increasingly popular Fantasia Brasileira, written approximately
thrity years earlier. A dazzling arrangement of Bomfiglio Oliveria’s O Bom Filho á Casa Torna for eight trumpets concluded
the performance. Details of many of these and many other
Brazilian trumpet ensemble works can be found in a new article by Maico Lopes in the June  ITG Journal. (LE)
Guy Touvron Recital
Guy Touvron began his Saturday afternoon recital, entitled
“Known and Unknown French Repertoire,” with Arban’s
arrangement of Giuseppe Verdi’s Fantaisie sur Don Carlos. The
piece began slowly and lyrically, with Touvron playing the
trumpet’s sweetest and softest pianissimos. In the more techni-
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cal sections, both Touvron’s smooth technique and the French
virtuosic style were apparent. He next played the wonderfully
lyrical Quatres mélodies by Gabriel Fauré. Touvron paused
between sections to explain the significance and story of each
movement. This reviewer especially enjoyed the beautiful and
familiar Pavane, elegantly performed on flugelhorn. Touvron
then played another set of four Mélodies, this time by composer Reynaldo Hahn. Again, Touvron’s singing lyricism shone
through, particularly in the cup-muted portion of A chloris.
The closing “prison” movement, played by Touvron with a
jazzy Harmon sound, was contemplative, yet curiously upbeat.
Touvron closed the recital with Rémi Guillard’s Concerto.
Pianist Pepe Gallego provided wonderful piano accompaniment for the program. (JD)
New Works Recital #2
The Grand Ballroom South was filled with a standingroom-only crowd for the second New Works recital. The nine
pieces on the program were selected by a committee, led by
Eric Berlin, from among over  submissions.
The diverse program opened with Motion for six trumpets
by Wang Ning, an ITG commission selected from over forty
international works. The composer utilized foot stomping,
percussive mouthpiece tapping, extensive doubling tonguing,
and complex harmonies to create an engaging and exciting
work. The ensemble did an outstanding job with this intricate
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well. (NV)
Hejna? Mariacki, Concert Etude for Solo Trumpet by Natalie Williams was performed by Nick Hewett and was a very
lengthy unaccompanied piece that featured multiple performance locations, each one requiring the performer to attach a
white cloth to the stand. (SH)
Mitchell Dietz’s Through the Lowland Valley for trumpet
and piano featured a very tonal and melodic approach in a
fresh and contemporary setting. The sonorous trumpet line
conveyed a sense of joy and carefree abandon, while the undercurrent of flowing eighth notes in the piano provides an energetic accompaniment. This performance featured outstanding
playing by trumpeter Richard Tirk and pianist Miriam HickITG Journal Special Supplement 5

